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Have your say
Hands (or fins) Up!





Nature’s COVID breath of 
fresh air

• We have seen pollution 
in India clear

• We have seen marine 
life back in the Venice 
canals

• Daily global CO2 
Emissions have 
decreased by 17% 
compared with mean 
2019 levels

• China has reduced 
emissions in Jan and 
Feb by 40% equating to 
removal of 192,000 cars
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Will we make better 
decisions post COVID?

If so why?

And is this green 
movement driven by

consumer’s need to feel 
good about travelling 

again?



Air Travel – we are a long way away in Australia
Aviation – 2% of global carbon emissions in 2019 and fastest growing polluter

If aviation were a country it would be one of the top 10 carbon polluting nations on 
the planet

• Airline bailouts come with strict 
conditions on future climate impact and 
COVID the catalyst for greening the 
world’s airlines

• Green Flying Duty

• More regulation and tax revenues 
invested in 

• Renewable fuels

• Increased cost of flights in long term

• Sustainable tourism = taking fewer flights

• Phase out old and inefficient aircraft

.
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Can Tourism rebuild in a greener, 
more sustainable way?

Better for the planet, for local communities and for travellers?dipiscing 
elit. • European push to drive more than fly;

• Push for Synthetic and sustainable Jet fuel but in 2019 CO2 aviation emissions increased 70%

• Tax on Day Trippers in Venice to lure locals to live permanently back in the City, Amsterdam and 
Barcelona also looking at slower speeds, less tourists, more locals in their Cities;

• Athens accelerating plans for a car free historical centre;

• Berlin introducing 14 miles of new bike lanes;

• Paris increasing its bike lanes to avoid overcrowding on roads.
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Travel trends 2021- “Much Better Adventures”

Get Away from Crowds 
and back to Nature

Pitch in and help Travel Wellness Tourism

Safe Travel

Wide Open Spaces/Road Trips

Wilderness/Parks/Nomadic tourism

Privacy/Slower Pace

Flexibility in a post COVID world

Not crowded buses or planes

Authentic tourism

Yoga Retreats

Boot Camp weekends

Detox

Relax mind and body – rethink what is 
important – our health

Reducing your carbon footprint

Mindful tourism – less is more, deeper 
connections

Conscious travel – support local

Growing a greener future

Ecotourism for the Soul

Learn how to connect with Earth, make 
things, feel good about contribution

Voluntourism

Engaging with local communities

Working Holidays
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Will humans go back to what we have always done?
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Did the Spanish Flu change travel?
Considered the deadliest pandemic in human history, 
Spanish Flu infected about a third of the world's 
population, and cost the lives of some 50 million 
people (although medical record keeping at the time 
means exact figures remain unknown). This previously 
unknown strain of deadly influenza swept across the 
world from 1918 and into the summer of 1919.

Spanish Flu can be "described as the first 'modern' 
pandemic characterised by rapid movement via a 
global transport system". 

But rather than by jumbo jets, the disease was carried 
across the world via ships and railways

The pandemic saw some rail routes altered or halted 
altogether. But during the interwar years, train travel 
boomed.

In fact, in the book British Tourism, these are 
described as the “glory years of steam trains”, with 
vacationers enjoying “relatively fast and efficient 
services“

https://www.livescience.com/spanish-flu.html
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Title

Sept 11, SARS, MERS, GFC, Swine Flu
None led to a longer term decline in tourism
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Consumer sentiment follows media coverage 

• Intense media coverage may lead populations to 
overreact to mild pandemics’, affirming that 
behaviour. 

• In the case of China, the first country to go through 
the various stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
McKinsey and Company (2020b) found consumers 
were regaining confidence, and interestingly, a 
greater interest in environmentally friendly 
products. 

• According to Downs (1972), people attend to many 
issues in a cyclical fashion. A problem “leaps into 
prominence, remains there for a short time, and 
then, though still largely unresolved, gradually 
fades from the centre of public attention”. 

Changes in consumer sentiment 

over the stages of a pandemic.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09669582.2020.1758708
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09669582.2020.1758708


So how do we maintain 
attention on Environmental 
solutions post COVID?

With the magnitude of the COVID-
19 pandemic, there is an urgent 
need not to return to business-as-
usual when the crisis over, rather 
than an opportunity to reconsider a 
transformation of the global tourism 
system more aligned to the UNSDGs

The challenge is now to collectively 
learn from this global tragedy to 
accelerate the transformation of 
sustainable tourism.

But HOW?
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Busselton Jetty’s COVID 
green movement
• Staff Strategy Matrix session March 25;

• Pledge to do the right thing, not just do things 
right;

• Start with the big picture – UN Sustainable 
Development Goals;

• Thinking Global, Acting Local – what could we do;

• Being realistic – what do we have the resources 
to do – baby steps, one win at a time;

• Are we driving this green bus only with staff and 
members on?;

• Are our customers wanting us to drive this green 
bus in the right direction and prepared to pay for 
a seat?
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Busselton Jetty 
Solar Train Launch
2017



Under and Above the Water 
Beach Clean Up days



Clean Ocean’s Schools Program



Sustainable Fishing



No Plastics Promotions



Containers for Change









Ecotourism Pledge by all Visitors? P



Our role as industry
• To lead – don’t just become 

accredited, create a movement

• To continue to focus on 
Ecotourism so it gets attention 
365 days a year

• To deliver new ways to reach 
tourists and make them feel 
good about sustainable travel

• It’s not easy being GREEN but 
Kermit got a bunch of crazies on 
”The Muppet Show” to get the 
job done! Why can’t we?
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Creating a Movement
• Move Monday;

• Topless Tuesday;

• Waste Free Wednesday;

• Turn off Thursday;

• Friday Free Day;

• Water Bottle Weekend

Today: Pledge to get our teams 
behind some easy changes

One small step for man, one giant 
leap for mankind
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